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18 THE CLASSICAL REVIEW.

(JV.B. probet subj.), every one is discontented
with his own lot and praises his neigh-
bour's, accordingly every one has ever a
richer than himself before him, like the
charioteer &c.' Prom nemo qui(a) avarus
might come nemo ut avarus ; cf. Palmer on
Amph. 3, 3, 13 (qui restored for ut of B, JD) :
then nemoD ut might be a deliberate alter-
ation, or a further error ; cf. Amph. 4, 3, 4

quin utri for qui utri. Contamination might
be responsible for the readings mentioned by
Cruquius, p. 314, 'quartus autem Bland, et
antiquiss. habet, qui nemo ut avarus quae
lectio mihi videtur optima. l a Divaei
codice TO qui ponitur supra TO ac : postea, ac
potiiXs laudet.'

C. M. MULVANY.

THE El OF d 8' &ye.

ONE difficulty with regard to connecting
this et with the Conditional ei is the
meaning: '.but if you must come' or 'but,
if you (are willing), come' are both un-
natural ; another difficulty is the form, for,
whereas we find at beside ei and aWe beside
eWe &c, I believe that et 8' aye and not at 8'
aye is regularly found in the MSS.

Looking at the development of Impera-
tives like <£e'pe, aXk' IOL, and aye itself, we
see the possibility of et having once been
itself an Imperative, but having become
later on e.g. merely a means of calling
attention, not unlike our ' Come I' I t need
not seem strange that one Imperative should
be joined to another, for the first Imperative
may have come to be felt as a mere
' mechanism,' like the Modern Greek as:
in fact, aye can be used in connexion with
a Plural Verb (cp. also I8ov) because of this
exclamatory meaning. If, then, el could
become a kind of Exclamation, there would,
on the one hand, be nothing unusual in the
addition of aye,1 and, on the other hand, we
should have an explanation of the early
meaning of e.g. el 8e <rv /lev pev aKovtrov ey<o
8e Ke roi KaraXegw ' but come now, do you

1 For apparent repetitions of the same element
where really the element has become differentiated in
one of its uses, cp. iwd in the same sentence as
&\\oi, and igitur in the same sentence as agitur, &c.:
on the other hand, there are many repetitions where
one element may really reinforce and repeat the
other—thus cp. possibly the Homeric p.iv KCV, as

to 5e K€V or S' &v, &c. The two classes
cannot be always distinguished, e.g. in a use like et
irepyipTe...Kai...a\Ad re Kai (II. 1, 81) it is dangerous
to decide absolutely how far each re and KOX still
retains its early force.

listen to me, and I for my part will tell
you' ; later on, the meaning may have
changed slightly.

Latin i nunc suggests an old form ei
bearing to Greek t#t very much the same
relation that es bears to Greek l-cr-Oi (with
' prothetic' t ) : similarly we find some
simple Imperativals in Vedic Sanskrit
(e.g. han), which do not differ perceptibly in
meaning from the Imperatives in -(d)hi. I t
is impossible to say exactly where we can
trace this Exclamatory «£: it would, of
course, be tempting to use it to account for
the /uj in Protasis, e.g. ' Come now, let him
not do2 this, (and then) he will not do
wrong ' -> ' if he does not do this, (then) he
will not do wrong.' But we must also take
into account the Homeric form al, which
must be reckoned as of different origin,
viz. the ' Locative Feminine' (of course
without sexual meaning) of the Demon-
strative Stem which appears in Sanskrit
asya, of which Stem el is the Locative
' Neuter.' An early meaning of ei (at) like
' then ' <fec. may perhaps be traced, not only
in ttTa 'then,' &c, but also in some Final
uses like elfi at Ke TrW-qrai, though it cannot
safely be considered as the present meaning
of the majority of such constructions. The
development of the Conditional meaning is
too lengthy a subject to be considered here.

E. H. MILES.
2 There is no need to call this use always Jussive

or Optative in origin : both Moods (Subj. and Opt.)
as well as the Fut. Ind. are capable of a neutral use
which may be called Concessive. On the other hand
there is no need to altogether exclude the ' Hortative'
and ' Wishing' use as origins.


